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ho are you? [True Parents’ children]
You were born to parents who
received the blessing through True
Parents, who were surround by fallen
humankind. You are children born with no
relationship with Satan’s lineage, isn’t this so?
[Yes!] You must know this. Heavenly Parent’s
dream, True Parents’ wish, the desire of
humankind’s original heart, is to realize one human
family centered on God. However, that the world is
still lost and in chaos and it is true that in our lives
we cannot predict the future. Especially for you, in
the True Family, Hyojin nim and Heungjin nim are
you elder brothers. They are victorious elder
brothers who established the four-position
foundation with True Parents. You must unite with
the families of these elder brothers. What I am
saying to you today is that we absolutely have to
realize God’s dream. This must be realized

centered on True Parents. I already have the design
in my mind of the great cosmic kingdom of heaven
on earth. Through True Parents’ victorious
achievements, True Parents have already achieved
99.99% of that great dream, God’s dream. All that
you, who are unstained, must do, is fulfill the
0.01% of the responsibility. True Parents’ grand
design is like a puzzle. You are the ones who have
the last piece, which will complete the puzzle.
Therefore, you must say to Heavenly Parent,
“Together with True Parents, I will! We will!
create the environment, through which we will
realize our Heavenly Parent’s dream. Should the
day we can offer this come quickly? or come
slowly? [It must come quickly.] In order to
accomplish this, you must go forward united with
True Parents with absolute faith, absolute love,
absolute obedience and absolute purity. Until you
can receive True Parents’ blessing you must remain
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absolutely pure! Then you will become True
Parents’ filial sons or filial daughters, and patriots
who will realize humankind’s wish, True Parents’
wish, and Heavenly Parent’s dream. You are still in
the growth stage of fulfilling that responsibility,
right? You must do well and complete your studies,
shouldn’t you? You must grow to be beautiful,
kind, and dignified. You must stand proudly as you
attend Heavenly Parent and True Parents. That is
why you must become the model in all things, in
your actions, and in your words. Did you say you
came from 75 nations? If you look at the UN
records, there are more than 200 nations. You must

grow quickly so that you can put together the
puzzle of national restoration in each of your
nations. You must do your best so that there will be
no nation among the more than 200 nations that do
not know True Parents. True Parents have made the
environment for each person to be able to take
responsibility for ten—even a hundred nations.
You must gain the reputation that you are true filial
sons or filial daughters, and loyal patriots who have
received True Parents’ love and people whom the
world will remember throughout eternity! Yes. I
believe in all of you! I love you!
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